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With the proper elements the solution will be 
clear

16   19   39   74   13   19   68   16   84   15

The important thing here was the series of numbers along the bottom.  If you had 
consulted your handy periodic table and converted the numbers (atomic numbers, in 
this case) to their proper elements, where 16=S (sulfur), 19=K (Potassium), etc, you’d 
get the following:

S   K   Y   W   Al   K   Er S   Po   P
Even the mildest Star Wars fan should know that (Luke) Skywalker’s pop was Darth 
Vader, so use the Force to guide you to Circle              at the end of Anakin Ave.

This is Clue A.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue B.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue B,
Open Emergency Envelope 9, which will direct you to Clue B.

This is Emergency Solution 9, which will lead you to Clue B.

If you are unable to locate Clue B,
Open Emergency Envelope 20, which will direct you to Clue C.

Circle                 is located in map grid I10. From the intersection of 56th Street and 
Dynamite Blvd, proceed west on Dynamite Blvd for 0.47 miles to a dirt road.  Proceed 
southeast on the dirt road for 0.33 miles to a power pole on the northeast side of the 
road.  The clue site is located 99 feet southwest of the road at that point, perpendicular 
to the road, by a Palo Verde tree.

Vader

Vader



This guy sure knows a lot about irrigation!  In particular, he’s telling us how to 
open this irrigation gate so that the water can flow in.  Hmmm, he must be a 
water gate informant.  The big news this summer was that former FBI guy W. 
Mark Felt identified himself as Bob Woodward’s mysterious Watergate 
informant, Deep Throat.  So head off to Circle              at the intersection of Felt 
St. and Holbrook Drive.

If you are unable to locate Clue C,
Open Emergency Envelope 5, which will direct you to Clue D.

This is Clue B.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue C.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue C,
Open Emergency Envelope 20, which will direct you to Clue C.

This is Emergency Solution 20, which will lead you to Clue C.

Circle                is located in map grid E12. From the intersection of Cave Creek 
Rd and Pinnacle Peak Rd, proceed east on Pinnacle Peak Rd for 0.15 miles to a 
dirt road on the south side of the road. Proceed south on the dirt road for 0.1 
miles to a fence with a gate. The clue site is located 153 feet west of the fence 
that runs north/south, 60 feet north of the fence with the gate that runs east/west, 
under an Ironwood tree.

DT

DT

This visual consists of the image below:

Once the “source feed” has begun 
within the trench, initiate the irrigation 
process simply by raising this lever, 
which will in turn lower the gate and 
redirect the flow to your acreage…



What can you make of this jumble of letters?  Not a whole lot.  But if you fold 
your paper in half vertically, with the top half behind the bottom half, and shine 
a flashlight through the paper, a hidden message appears!  So do what it says 
and GO TO EIGHTY FIVE!

If you are unable to locate Clue D,
Open Emergency Envelope 11, which will direct you to Clue E.

This is Emergency Solution 5, which will lead you to Clue D.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue D,
Open Emergency Envelope 5, which will direct you to Clue D.

This is Clue C.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue D.

Circle              is located in map grid C15. From the intersection of Union Hills Dr 
and Cave Creek Rd, proceed west on Union Hills Dr for 1.7 mi to 10th St.  Proceed 
north on 10th St for 0.25 mi to Wescott Dr.  The clue site is located on the southwest 
corner of Wescott Dr and 10th St near a large Carob tree.

85



This is Clue D.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue E.

If you are unable to locate Clue E,
Open Emergency Envelope 14, which will direct you to Clue F.

This is Emergency Solution 11, which will lead you to Clue E.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue E,
Open Emergency Envelope 11, which will direct you to Clue E.

Sometimes the simplest clues are the most vexing, aren’t they?  Have you 
missed the point? If you looked down the barrel of the arrow with your naked 
eye, you saw only a distant point of light.  The wise Hunter came prepared, 
though, having heeded the HWOW “I shot an arrow through the air.  I needed 
binoculars to see where.” With binoculars, you’d have seen that the point was 
really the number 71 written in Light Emitting Diodes.  So go to Circle            !

Circle              is located in map grid B11. From the intersection of Central Ave and 
Happy Valley Rd, proceed north on Central Ave for 0.45 miles to a dirt road that 
initially leads south/southwest.  The clue site is located 180 feet southwest of the 
intersection of Central Ave and the dirt road, under a Palo Verde tree, next to a 
Saguaro cactus.

71

71

This working visual clue consists of a hunting arrow sitting atop a post



Circle              is located in map grid C14. From the intersection of 7th St and 
the Loop 101 (Pima) Fwy, proceed south on 7th St for 0.09 miles to a parking 
lot located on the west side of 7th St.  Proceed west through the parking lot for 
0.2 miles to the southwest corner of the parking lot. Proceed west from that 
corner, for 125 feet. The clue site is located under a Palo Verde tree.

This is Clue E.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue F.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue F,
Open Emergency Envelope 14, which will direct you to Clue F.

This is Emergency Solution 14, which will lead you to Clue F.

If you are unable to locate Clue F,
Open Emergency Envelope 8, which will direct you to Clue G.

Did you easily recognize the figure to be Don Quixote? And like Don Quixote, 
did you rush over to knock out circle “windmill” at “Hopeless” Way? Don 
Quixote always found jousting windmills to be futile….. as will you!!! 
The patient Hunter would take the time to check the article in the Brown Bag 
regarding Don Quixote turning 400 this year. He would then hop on 
Rocinante (the name of Don Quixote’s steed) and BRAVELY gallop on to 
circle (“Donkey” NOT Jackass!!)             on “Jote” wash close to intersection 
with “400 Way”.

This visual clue consists of a statue of 
Don Quixote in a box.



Hunters who remembered the HWOW: “Some clues are (embedded) in the bag.” will 
have a good start in solving this clue.  Upon examination of the brown bag, hunters will 
see the number “3” inscribed inside (embedded in) the brown bag. Furthermore, you 
will see the number “8” inscribed inside the plastic baggie that is in the brown bag. 
Hunters will also find the number “4” inscribed inside the paper tea bag, which is in the 
plastic baggie, which is inside the brown bag. The most astute hunter will open the tea 
bag to find a slip of paper with the number “- 2” inside the tea bag leafs, which is inside 
the paper tea bag, which is inside the plastic baggie, which is inside the brown bag. 
So:
(3) + ((8)) + (((4))) + ((((- 2)))) = 13   Thus, head on to Circle              .

Circle              is located in map grid H14. From the intersection of Tatum Blvd and 
the Loop 101 (Pima) Fwy. proceed south on Tatum Blvd for 0.25 miles to Mayo Blvd 
(a gravel road).  Proceed west on Mayo Blvd for 0.05 miles to the fence and gate 
blocking the road.  The clue site is located 210 feet south of Mayo Blvd and 40 feet 
east of the fence, under a mesquite tree.

This is Clue F.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue G.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue G,
Open Emergency Envelope 8, which will direct you to Clue G.

If you are unable locate Clue G,
Open Emergency Envelope 19, which will direct you to Clue H.

This is Emergency Solution 8, which will lead you to Clue G.

( ) + (( )) + ((( ))) + (((( )))) = ?

13

13



Circle                   is located in map grid J12. From the intersection of Pinnacle 
Peak Rd and Tatum Blvd. proceed east on Pinnacle Peak Rd for 1.25 miles to a 
dirt road on the north side. Proceed north on the dirt road for 0.24 miles. The 
clue site is located 180 feet west of the dirt road under a large ironwood tree.

This is Clue G.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue H.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue H,
Open Emergency Envelope 19, which will direct you to Clue H.

This is Emergency Solution 19, which will lead you to Clue H.

If you are unable to locate Clue H,
Open Emergency Envelope 6, which will direct you to Clue I.

Having fun dancing with the stars?  Maybe you were able to follow the footsteps well 
enough to figure out that you were dancing the waltz, but where to go from there?  
Well, since you’re being asked to repeat the steps 49 times, this diagram represents 
a fiftieth of the total, so this a “waltz fiftieth.” Since Walt’s 50th anniversary of the 
opening of Disneyland Park was this summer, skip over to Circle at the 
intersection of Main Street USA and Anniversary Ave!

This working visual clue 
consists of a tarp on the 
ground, upon which are 
footsteps and arrows

Repeat 
49 times…



This is Emergency Solution 6, which will lead you to Clue I.

.

The correct X, Circle             is located in map grid G11. From the intersection of 
Tatum Blvd and Jomax Rd, proceed west on Jomax Rd for 1.1 miles to 40th St. 
Proceed south on 40th St for 0.42 miles until it dead ends.  The cluesite is 
located 100 feet south-southeast from the end of the sidewalk just east of the 
dead end, next to a large creosote bush.

All statements on this page are true.  Use them to deduce the location of the 
next clue site.

• There are eight sites on the map marked as circle X.  
• The next clue is at the correct X.  
• The other seven are the wrong X’s.
• The correct X is neither the easternmost X nor the westernmost X.
• The correct X is north of abandoned mine.
• The correct X is south of pirate ship.
• An odd number of wrong X’s are north of the correct X.

This is Clue H.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue I.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue I,
Open Emergency Envelope 6, which will direct you to Clue I.

If you are unable to locate Clue I,
Open Emergency Envelope 13, which will direct you to Clue J.

No tricks here!  All you need is a little logic and an eye for map detail, and you 
should be able to figure out that the correct X,              is located on Blackbeard
Blvd.

X

X



You've got to ask yourself one question: 'Do you 
feel lucky?' Well, do ya, punk?

Mother of mercy, is this the end of me, Rico?

One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. 
How he got in to my pajamas, I don't know.

I'm walking here!  I'm talking here!

The TH'er should have noticed the AFI list in the Brown Bag. These are all 
quotes from the list at numbers 51, 73, 53, and 27.  Or are they?  Actually, 
they're each a little bit off.  One word off.  The incorrect words from each are 
"you", "me", "to", and "talking", which should remind the cinephile Hunter of 
Robert De Niro's famous line near the top of the list.

So let your “taxi driver” know to take your team to Circle             .

Circle            is located in map grid I14. From the intersection of Tatum Blvd and 
Deer Valley Rd, proceed east on Deer Valley Rd for 1.0 miles to 56th St.  
Proceed around the barrier at the end of Deer Valley Road, the cluesite is 152 
feet east, then 56 feet north of the center of the Deer Valley & 56th intersection,
under a Palo Verde tree that is surrounded by creosote bushes.

This is Clue I.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue J.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue J,
Open Emergency Envelope 13, which will direct you to Clue J.

This is Emergency Solution 13, which will lead you to Clue J.

If you are unable to locate Clue J,
Open Emergency Envelope 15, which will direct you to Clue K.

10

10



From the HWOW you would have seen the “Shuffle up and Deal” which is the common phrase used 
for poker tournaments.  Poker has become so hot hopefully you know what some hole cards are 
nicknamed.  Matching the starting hands on the left with their name on the right you will get the 
values for each letter as follows:  a = 9, b = 3 (J5 is referred to as Jackson Five or Motown), 
c = 1, d = 8, e = 4, f = 5 (hand that Wild Bill was holding when he was gunned down), 
g = 10, h = 0, i = 6, j = 7, and k = 2.                So…………..

(8 + 4 - 6) x 2 + (10 – 5) x 0 + (1 + 3 + 7) x 9 =  12 + 0 + 99 = 111 or does it?  
If you went to,                 you would have found our famous jackass dealing you a raw hand! 

Since the HWOW also tells you to “ignore the Jackass” it is really :
(8 + 4 - 6) x 2 + (10 – 5)  + (1 + 3 + 7) x 9 =  12 + 5 + 99 = 116.

So make your move and go all in to Circle               .

Circle              is located in map grid L15. From the intersection of Hayden Rd and the Loop 
101 (Pima) Fwy, proceed north on Hayden Rd for 0.5 miles to the future intersection with 
Center Dr.  Park at the barrier on the east side of Hayden Rd. The clue site is located 270 feet 
east of the southern end of the barrier (or 350 feet east from the middle of Hayden road); 
beyond a small wash behind a large Palo Verde tree.

This is Clue J.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue K.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue K,
Open Emergency Envelope 15, which will direct you to Clue K.

If you are unable to locate Clue K,
Open Emergency Envelope 24, which will direct you to Clue L.

This is Emergency Solution 15, which will lead you to Clue K.

a) JJ 1)  Cowboys

b) J5 2)  Sailboats

c) KK 3)  Motown

d) QQ 4)  Big Slick

e) AK 5)  Dead Man’s Hand

f) A8 6)  Kojak

g) 88 7)  Dolly Parton

h) JA 8)  Ladies

i) KJ 9)  Fishhooks

j) 95 10)  Snowmen

k) 44 0)  Jack-Ass

{(d + e - i) x k} + {(g – f) x h} + {(c + b + j) x a} =  ??

116
116

111



You probably saw the red reflector inside the tube, and you should have heeded the HWOW “If 
stopped at a red light, simply look for the next one and continue.” If you stand at the first post 
and shine your flashlight around, you’ll see another reflector off in the distance.  If you walk to 
that reflector and look around again, you’ll see a third reflector, and subsequently a fourth, a 
fifth, and then back to where you started.  Where has all this gotten you?  Perhaps you didn’t 
realize that your steps had traced out a home plate shape!   

Circle               is located in map grid M15. From the intersection of Pima Rd and Thompson 
Peak Pkwy, proceed south on Pima Rd for 1.0 mile to Hualapai Dr. Proceed west on Hualapai
Dr for 0.3 miles to the barrier. The clue site is located 230 feet west of the barrier, in the center 
median of Hualapai Dr, under a Palo Verde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 24, which will lead you to Clue L.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue L,
Open Emergency Envelope 24, which will direct you to Clue L.

If you are unable to locate Clue L,
Open Emergency Envelope 17, which will direct you to Clue M.

This is Clue K.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue L.

Clue ring – start/finish Stop 1

Stop 4

Stop 3

Stop 2

So slide into circle 

This working visual consists of a series of five short posts, each with a 
light shade attached.  Inside each shade, attached to the post, is a red 
reflector.



These are pictures of the “50 State Quarters” series coins which are being released 
in 2005 by the United States Mint.  The names of the states have been removed, so 
the hunter must determine the state of each of these quarters from their engravings.  
Writing the names of the states in the blanks (California, Minnesota, Oregon, 
Kansas, and West Virginia) reveals the letters F – I – R – S – T in the bolded blanks.  
The first state to ratify the constitution (and hence the first coin released in this 
series) is Delaware, so head on over to Circle                .

Circle                 is located in map grid Q12. From the intersection of Happy 
Valley Rd and Alma School Rd, proceed east on Happy Valley Rd for 1.6 miles 
to Alameda Dr. Proceed southeast on Alameda Dr for 0.88 miles to a cul-de-
sac. Proceed east on the dirt trail for 160 feet  from the center of the cul-de-
sac to a small wash.  The clue site is located 25 feet north of the dirt road, just 
south of the wash, behind a large thorny bush.

This is Emergency Solution 17, which will lead you to Clue M.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue M,
Open Emergency Envelope 17, which will direct you to Clue M.

If you are unable to locate Clue M,
Open Emergency Envelope 1, which will direct you to Clue N.

This is Clue L.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue M.



Circle                  is located in map grid P8. From the intersection of Dynamite 
Blvd/Rio Verde Dr and 114th St, proceed north on 114th St for 1.0 mile to the 
cul-de-sac. The clue site is located 190 feet north of the middle of the cul-de-sac, 
60 feet east of the wall of the water treatment facility, on a little hill behind a Palo 
Verde tree.

Hopefully your sanity isn’t hanging in the balance with this clue.  On the left side of 
these balanced scales is a block labeled “2.71828…” which any good engineer 
ought to recognize as the irrational number e, the basis of natural logarithms.  You 
may have to brush away the cobwebs in your memory to recognize the guy on the 
right, but “U Can’t Touch This” should have clued you in that he’s MC Hammer.  
Since he’s multiplied by himself, the right side is “MC squared”.  Put it all together 
and you have “e equals MC squared.”
2005 marks the 100-year anniversary of the most famous equation of all time, 
e=mc2, developed by Albert Einstein, so go to Circle                on Relativity Road.

This is Emergency Solution 1, which will lead you to Clue N.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue N,
Open Emergency Envelope 1, which will direct you to Clue N.

This is Clue M.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue N.

If you are unable to locate Clue N,
Open Emergency Envelope 25, which will direct you to Clue O.

Ein-
stein

Ein-
stein

U can’t 
touch this! 

U can’t 
touch this! 



Circle           is located in map grid S9. From the intersection of Rio Verde Dr and 
141st St, proceed south on 141st St for 0.25 miles to a wash.  Proceed west in 
the wash for 230 feet. The clue site is located 45 feet north of the wash, behind a 
grouping of Palo Verde and Mesquite trees.

This is Emergency Solution 25, which will lead you to Clue O.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue O,
Open Emergency Envelope 25, which will direct you to Clue O.

If you are unable to locate Clue O,
Open Emergency Envelope 3, which will direct you to Clue P.

This is Clue N.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue O.
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To solve this clue you needed help from the Brown Bag. A piece of paper inside 
it has a circle with two arrows inside it – a circle that fits perfectly inside this letter 
(and number) wheel. As you know from the HWOW, “Paper covers rock, but…”
scissors cuts paper, so use the scissors you brought along to cut out that circle.  
Align the disk so that one of the arrows is pointing at the number 1, and you’ll 
find that the other arrow points at the letter G.  Move the first arrow to 2, and the 
other arrow points at O.  Go through all 20 numbers in turn and you’ll spell out 
GO TO CIRCLE EIGHTY NINE!  By the way, if you mix up the arrows, you’ll 
spell out TRANSPOSE THE POINTERS, which will get you pointed in the right 
direction.



The observant hunter will clearly see the “Stick Up” air freshener, and if they 
investigate the pipe, they will notice a hole.  Looking in the hole reveals nothing.  
However, the clever hunter will remember the HWOW catch phrase “This looks like 
a good place for a Stick-Up!”. Further investigation of the tube reveals a small hole 
in the bottom (just the right size for a “Stick Up”). Carefully placing one of 
chopsticks that you bought from the Hunt Wizards at checkout, in the hole and 
slowly moving it up reveals a ping-pong ball through the hole with a “24” written all 
over it.  
So grab some Chinese fast food and head over to Circle          .

Circle             is located in map grid M9. From the intersection of Alma School 
Parkway and Dynamite Blvd/Rio Verde, proceed west on Dynamite Blvd/Rio Verde 
for 2.7 miles to a dirt road on the north side (the dirt road is 0.15 miles east of 
Pima)  Proceed northeast 0.3 miles on the dirt road under the power lines.  The 
cluesite is 90 feet west of the center of the dirt road between two Saguaro cacti.

This is Emergency Solution 3, which will lead you to Clue P.

This is Clue O.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue P.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue P,
Open Emergency Envelope 3, which will direct you to Clue P.

If you are unable to locate Clue P,
Open Emergency Envelope 26, which will direct you to Clue Q.

24

24

This working visual consists of a 
post with a Stickup at the top of 
a long black tube that is 
covered at both ends.  A hole is 
drilled in the side and a smaller 
hole drilled into the bottom disk.

Renuzit
Stickup

PVC pipe 
capped on top 
and on bottom

Hole

Small hole 
in bottom



At first it looks as if there are a bunch of automobile names and automobile logos 
which have nothing in common.  However, upon closer examination there are four 
sets of auto names (with help from the brown bag where “Infinity = Infiniti”) which 
have matching logos.  Connecting the dots of the matching names and logos with 
straight lines makes a pattern within the circle which looks amazingly like the logo 
for Volkswagen, so drive on over to Circle              .

Circle               is located in map grid L4. From the intersection of Stage Coach 
Pass Rd and Pima Rd, proceed west on Stage Coach Pass Rd for 0.50 miles 
to Windmill Rd.  Proceed south on Windmill Rd for 0.14 miles to a dirt road on 
the west side.  The clue site is located 225 feet west of the intersection of 
Windmill Rd and the dirt road, at the base of a large 5-armed Saguaro cactus.

This is Emergency Solution 26, which will lead you to Clue Q .

This is Clue P.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Q.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Q ,
Open Emergency Envelope 26, which will direct you to Clue Q .

If you are unable to locate Clue Q,
Open Emergency Envelope 23, which will direct you to Clue R.



After you examine this working visual, you will recognize that there are  some 
patterns made with tacks, which are not visible, and can only be sensed with your 
fingers, after you slide your arm carefully into the box.  The diligent Hunter would 
have heeded the HWOW “How can you read if you can’t see”, and recognized 
that you must be prepared to read in Braille. Careful feeling of the patterns will 
show that the Braille letters are JF. If you didn’t brush up on your Braille, you may 
have ended at the Jackass located at 

So head to the Circle              (Jamie Foxx) on Ray Wash and Oscar Drive. 

Circle             is located in map grid J2. From the intersection of Cave Creek 
Rd and School House Rd, proceed north on School House Rd for 1.25 miles to 
a wash. Proceed west in the wash for 230 feet.  The clue site is located in a 
small clearing on the north side of the wash.

This is Emergency Solution 23, which will lead you to Clue R.

This is Clue Q.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue R.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue R,
Open Emergency Envelope 23, which will direct you to Clue R.

If you are unable to locate find Clue R,
Open Emergency Envelope 10, which will direct you to Clue S.

JF

JF

Working visual consisting of a box that one can reach 
their hand into (clue not visible).  Inside the box a Pattern 
exists made of tacks.



What could LA be sending to the THers?  Well the letter looks like it was mailed from France, but 
the address looks kind of weird.  If the THers figured out that LA is Lance Armstrong who now lives 
in Austin Texas they might rush over to the Eiffel Tower, or Yellow Jersey (Jackass).  But that can’t 
be all there is can it?  Most people writing states on letters use the postal codes (even Lance used 
TX).  So translating all the postal codes reveals Lance’s message to the THers.
RIDE ME IN WINE Country.  Wine country being France (with all due respect to our California 
brothers), what could Lance be telling the THers to ride there?  Well a bicycle of course!  And 
Lance doesn’t care if yours is an antique. 

So pedal your race team over to Circle                  .

Circle                 is located in map grid H5. From the intersection of Cave 
Creek Rd and New River Rd, proceed west on New River Rd 0.66 miles to 
52nd St. Proceed south on 52nd St for 0.3 miles. The clue site is located 145 
feet east of 52nd St behind the dead tree.

This is Emergency Solution 10, which will lead you to Clue S.

This is Clue R.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue S.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue S,
Open Emergency Envelope 10, which will direct you to Clue S.

If you are unable to locate Clue S,
Open Emergency Envelope 4, which will direct you to Clue T.

Inside the clue envelope was an envelope that looks like the one below:



This grouping of footprints seems to be missing parts, approximately half (or 
half prints).  And each print seems to have a blood type identified with them.  
Remembering the July release of the latest Harry Potter novel “The Half Blood 
Prince”,  will direct you to the “Wizard Hat” icon on the map.

So catch your magic broom and fly over to Circle               just off Snape
Street.

Circle              is located in map grid C5. From the intersection of Carefree 
Hwy and 12th Street, proceed north on 12th Street 0.15 miles to a dirt trail on 
the east side. Proceed east on the dirt trail for 75 feet.  The clue site is located 
just north of the dirt trail.

This is Emergency Solution 4, which will lead you to Clue T.

This is Clue S.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue T.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue T,
Open Emergency Envelope 4, which will direct you to Clue T.

If you are unable to locate Clue T,
Open Emergency Envelope 2, which will direct you to Clue U.

This visual clue consists of a 
whiteboard covered in different 
kinds of animal/footprints.  
Inside each set of prints is a 
bloodtype (A+, A-, B+, B-, AB-, 
AB+, O-, and O+)



1|= ‘/()}_{ (4|\| r3@d 7#][5, y0|_| /\r3 @ IVI0/\/$+3|2 &33\<.
1-13@|) ()V|=|2 7Q (!|2<|_3 {-}4]\/[ .

Any Hackers/Hunters out there?  The HWOW asked “Can you speak |_ee7?”
Or “Can you speak leet?” which is online slang. The message above reads:

1|=   ‘/()}_{    (4|\|    r3@d   7#][5,    y0|_|    /\r3   @  IVI0/\/$+3|2     &33\<.
If        you     can    read      this,     you    are    a   monster       geek.

1-13@|)     ()V|=|2      7Q     (!|2<|_3       {-}4/\/\ .
Head         over         to      circle          HAM .

So grab your Megabytes and surf on over to Circle               .

Circle               is located in map grid E3. From the intersection of Joy Ranch Rd 
and 24th Street, proceed north on 24th St for 0.3 miles to a large dirt turnout on 
the east side.  Proceed through the dirt turnout until you reach a dirt road. The 
clue site is located  240 feet east of the dirt road, next to a large Saguaro Cactus.

This is Emergency Solution 2, which will lead you to Clue U.

This is Clue T.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue U.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue U,
Open Emergency Envelope 2, which will direct you to Clue U.

If you are unable locate Clue U,
Open Emergency Envelope 22, which will direct you to Clue V.

HAM

HAM



What do we have here? Why, it is a condominium lease executed for A. Rice;  
……. or condo lease for A. Rice,  ……….     or Condoleezza Rice. Politically 
savvy Hunters know that Condoleezza Rice serves as Secretary of State for 
President Bush.  

So hurry on out to Circle               on Bush Hwy.

This is Emergency Solution 22, which will lead you to Clue V.

This is Clue U.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue V.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue V,
Open Emergency Envelope 22, which will direct you to Clue V.

If you are unable to locate Clue V,
Open Emergency Envelope 21, which will direct you to Clue W.

SoS

SoS
Circle              is located in map grid A4. From the intersection of Joy Ranch Rd 
and 19th Ave, proceed south on 19th Ave for 0.5 miles to just north of Maddock
Road where there is a dirt road on the west side heading west. Proceed west 
on the dirt road for 0.1 miles.  The clue site is located 135 feet south of the dirt 
road behind a large Palo Verde Tree.

This visual clue shows a lease shown below:

Agreement to lease a residential condominium unit

This Agreement, made this 12th day of November 2005, by and between T. Hunt, Owner of the condominium unit described below (Lessor), and A. Rice 
(Lessee).
WITNESSETH:

Lessor, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained, hereby leases to Lessee and Lessee hereby rents from Lessor the Premises known 
and designated as [Van] being a condominium unit in [Hunt] Condominium, situated at [TBD], along with Limited Common Element parking stall [TBD] 

(hereafter Premises), for a term of one night, beginning on November 12, 2005, and fully terminating at midnight on November 12, 2005 (hereafter Lease term), 
for occupancy by no more than 6 individuals. Lessee shall pay to Lessor during the Lease term an annual basic rent totaling [$240], which rent shall be paid in 
equal monthly payments of [$240]. The first monthly payment shall be made on execution of this Lease, and the remaining payments shall be made before the 
first day of each month during the Lease term at the place designated by Lessor. Lessee shall also pay on the execution of this Lease the prorated portion of 

the basic rent for any portion of a calendar month included at the beginning of the Lease term. Lessee shall pay with his last full month's rent the prorated 
portion of the basic rent for any portion of a calendar month included at the end of the Lease term. Lessee hereby covenants with Lessor as follows:

ARTICLE 1. Representations of Lessee 
1.01. Lessee warrants and represents that the statements made in the signed application of Lessee, which application is incorporated herein by 

reference, are material representations. Since Lessor has relied on these representations, their falsity shall constitute a breach of this Lease, giving Lessor the 
option to terminate the Lease and repossess the Premises without notice, Lessee expressly waiving the right to be notified to quit the Premises.

ARTICLE 2. Security Deposit 
2.01. Lessee shall deposit with Lessor upon the execution of this Lease the sum of [$240], to be held by Lessor as a security deposit to insure the full and 

faithful performance by Lessee of each and every term, provision, covenant, and condition of this Lease. At the termination of the tenancy hereunder for 
whatever cause, Lessor may use, apply, or retain all or any portion of the security deposit for any obligation of Lessee arising under the terms of this Lease or 

as liquidated damages for Lessee's premature termination of the Lease term; provided, however, that in …



There was probably someone counting the minutes while someone else was 
counting the days between these dates.  Too bad that time is sands through 
the hourglass now, because the way to solve this clue is to dig out the 
calendar from the brown bag.  If you draw three lines connecting Jan 19 and 
Oct 22, then Sep 15 and Feb 3, and then Mar 20 and Aug 6, you’ll find that 
they form a small triangle around June 12.  

So don’t waste any more time and get to Circle               .

Circle               is located in map grid F4. From the intersection of Cloud Rd and 
32nd St, proceed north on 32nd Street for 0.1 miles. The clue site is located 310 
feet west of 32nd St. by a large Palo Verde Tree

This is Emergency Solution 21,  which will lead you to Clue W

This is Clue V.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue W.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue W,
Open Emergency Envelope 21, which will direct you to Clue W.

If you are unable to locate Clue W,
Open Emergency Envelope 18, which will direct you to Clue X.

Jan 19 – Oct 22

Feb 3 – Sep 15

Mar 20 – Aug 6

6/12

6/12



If you were paying attention during check-out you would have noticed that the 
white box here is a replica of one placed at a jackass site in 1969. Back then 
Hunters stuck their faces in one of the openings and got to see themselves 
superimposed on a jackass! This year, though, you saw one of the Hunters 
pictured by that box.

Since this year the box is labeled "TH-??" you should scurry off to Circle              .

Circle              is located in map grid I8. From the intersection of Lone Mountain 
Rd and 56th St, proceed south on 56th St for 0.50 miles to Montgomery Rd.  
Proceed west on Montgomery Rd for 0.27 miles to the entrance of a small 
parking lot. From the northeast corner of the lot, proceed northeast for 170 feet 
to the intersection of a dirt path and a wash.  Proceed east down the wash for 
70 feet to a tall Saguaro Cactus.  The cluesite is located 20 feet north of the 
Saguaro cactus, next to a Palo Verde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 18, which will lead you to Clue X.

This is Clue W.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue X.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue X,
Open Emergency Envelope 18, which will direct you to Clue X.

If you are unable to locate Clue X,
Open Emergency Envelope 12, which will direct you to Clue Y.

69

69

This visual clue consists 
of a box covered in white 
paper with two holes (one 
with Light and one with 
Look) and a large “TH-??”
printed on the outside of 
the box.  Inside the box 
was a picture of this man:



Circle is located in map grid L7. From the intersection of Scottsdale Rd 
and Lone Mountain Rd, proceed east on Lone Mountain Rd for 1.0 mile to Hayden 
Rd.  Proceed north on Hayden Rd for 0.25 miles to Ranch Rd.  Proceed east on 
Ranch Rd for 0.36 miles to the end of the road at a cul-de-sac. The clue site is 
located 175 feet east of the center of the cul-de-sac behind a Palo Verde tree.

This is Emergency Solution 12, which will lead you to Clue Y.

This is Clue X.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Y.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Y,
Open Emergency Envelope 12, which will direct you to Clue Y.

If you are unable locate Clue Y,
Open Emergency Envelope 7, which will direct you to Clue Z.

The HWOW has a question “What is the significance of Weird Al’s Bob?”.  Bob 
is the name of a song off of Weird Al’s latest CD (Poodle Hat) which pays 
homage to Bob Dylan, and the lyrics are all palindromes.  All of the phrases in 
this clue are also palindromes, and filling in the missing letters (raiseD, Yarn, 
deviL, nAme, eveN) reveals the name “Dylan”.  

So head on over to Circle                on Rolling Stone Way.

Devil never                  lived.

Tarzan                         Desi Arnaz' rat.

No                   in rayon

A Santa dog lived as a                     god at NASA.

Gateman sees                  , garageman sees name tag.

Bob

Bob



Circle                is located in map grid O3. From the intersection of Pima Road and 
Cave Creek Rd, proceed northeast on Cave Creek Rd for 2.8 miles to Lone 
Mountain Parkway.  Make a U-turn on Cave Creek and proceed southwest 0.07 
miles to a drive leading to IWDS Pump Station 151. The clue site is located 230 
feet west of the center median of Cave Creek Rd, 20 feet south of the southwest 
corner of the pump station.

The holes in the box look to be the same size as the soda straws in the bag. 
Inserting the straw into the correct holes in the box and blowing, spins paddles that 
will show the letters “FISH” when spinning rapidly enough. Add the “blow” ing that 
you are doing to the “FISH” that it spells out and you get Blow-fish or Blowfish.  
Looking at the map you will notice a circle “Hootie” as in “Hootie and the Blowfish”
a popular musical group from the 1990s.

So fire up the IPod with "Hold My Hand“, "Let Her Cry“, and "Only Wanna Be With 
You" and head over to Circle                  .

This is Emergency Solution 7, which will lead you to Clue Z.

This is Clue Y.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue Z.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue Z,
Open Emergency Envelope 7, which will direct you to Clue Z.

If you are unable to locate Clue Z,
Open Emergency Envelope 16, which will direct you to Clue A.

Hootie

Hootie

F I S H

This working visual clue consisted of an enclosed box with holes around the sides and a window 
on the top, with paddles which can rotate.

(Solution when blown)



Circle               is located in map grid K6. From the intersection of Scottsdale 
Rd and Westland Rd, proceed south on Scottsdale Rd for 0.50 miles to Dove 
Valley Rd. Proceed east on Dove Valley Rd for 370 feet to a dirt road. Proceed 
south on the dirt road for 260 feet to the corner of a barbed-wire fence. The 
clue site is located 135 feet east of the fence corner, behind a Palo Verde tree.

The seasoned hunter will make quick work of this shamelessly easy clue. The 
French Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte with the homage to TNT, sometimes 
referred to as dynamite. This obvious reference to the cult hit movie “Napoleon 
Dynamite” should lead you to conquer Circle               .

Sweet!  Head to Circle                near Liger Lane.

This is Emergency Solution 16, which will lead you to Clue A.

This is Clue Z.  Solving this Clue will lead you to Clue A.

If you are unable to solve this clue, or to find Clue A,
Open Emergency Envelope 16, which will direct you to Clue A.

If you are unable to locate Clue A,
Open Emergency Envelope 9, which will direct you to Clue B.

A visual clue of consisting of a picture
of Napoleon. Written down one leg is 
the word “Trinitrotoluene”.



1951195119511951 (27.4)
1. Frank, Estes, Lyman
2. Greer
3. Olson, Chambers, Wunderlich

1962196219621962 (12.2)
1. Samuelson, Welch, Kelly
2. Graham, Peterson, LaPrade
3. Groth, Knoob, Grimaila

1973197319731973 (22.6)
1. Bickley, McArtor, Windett
2. Bliss, Chruma, Caldwell
3. Rugen, Baehr, Bjornholt

1952195219521952 (23.8)
1. Hartman, Kemmeries, Pennington
2. Greer
3. Gundry

1953195319531953 (31.8)
1. Sokoloff, Diven, Dreste
2. McClanathan
3. Blackert

1954195419541954 (23.5)
1. Chambers, Myer
2. Samuelson, Andren, Seibert
3.

1955195519551955 (17.6)
1. Hume, Estes, Lahti
2. Norde, Yost, Goodman
3. Ferguson, Eberhard, Dreste

1956195619561956 (25.8)
1. Brown, Hershey, Richman
2. Samuelson, Lyman, Barton
3. Reddoch, Bettis, Martin

1959195919591959
1. Bettis, Lindsay, Martin
2.
3.

1957195719571957 (20.1)
1. Samuelson, Andrew, Barton, 

Weems
2. Estes, Diven, Livingwood
3. Creighton, Welch, Reeves

1958195819581958 (16.2)
1. Lindsay, Baum, Bettis
2. Hershey, Groth, Moore
3. Edson, Valenti, Ross, Wittenburg

1960196019601960 (11.6)
1. Hinsdale, Lange, Porter
2. Kouns, Peterson, Stites
3. Corby, Peterson, Roe

1961196119611961 (17.9)
1. Cook, Gabrielson, Jones
2. Cooper, Cranston, Clouse
3. Yost, Goodman, Norde

1963196319631963 (16.2)
1. Michel, Barto, Solem
2. Knoob, Groth, Sanneman
3. Yost, Norde, Goodman 

1964196419641964 (17.38)
1. Kneale, Walker, Glass
2. Knoob, Groth, Sanneman
3. Bremmer, Mayes, Lenas

1965196519651965 (16.0)
1. Goodman, Corby, Yost
2. Graham, Bettis, Peterson
3. Sanneman, Groth, Knoob

1966196619661966 (12.0)
1. Bettis, Peterson, Graham
2. Schaffner, Zusman, Voorhaar
3. Creede, Cadell, Elbinger

1967196719671967 (13.1)
1. Peterson, Rupprecht, Moberly
2. Ford, Wagner, Bensted
3. Porter, Lange, Attwood

1968196819681968 (16.6)
1. McBiles, Thomas, Hall
2. Samson, Haentze, Whittaker
3. Diven, Koch, Schwartz

1969196919691969 (19.8)
1. Yost, Corby, Eberhard
2. Armstrong, Woodward, Crowell
3. Sanneman, Groth, Knoob

1970197019701970 (17.3)
1. Greenburg, McKeown, Takesuye
2. Kline, Post, Knudsen
3. Yost, Corby, Eberhard

1971197119711971 (15.65)
1. Crawford, Olson, Prigge
2. Moberly, Peterson, Rupprecht
3. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker

1972197219721972 (19.79)
1. Clouse, Larson, Sprik
2. Bensted, Ford, Wagner
3. Bickley, McArtor, Windett

1974197419741974 (23.5)
1. Bliss, Chruma, Fullerton
2. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker
3. Hochgraef, Kulvinskas, Zveglich

1975197519751975 (24.29)
1. Henry, Tatom, Lipinski, Graham
2. Boyd, Gaines, Schaeffer
3. Fitting, Ponce de Leon, Warble

1976197619761976 (21.56)
1. Fajen, Kasprzyk, Kozlik
2. Samson, Whittaker, Haentze
3. Rugen, Bjornholt, Flaherty

1977197719771977 (18.49)
1. Bjornholt, Flaherty, Rugen
2. Andrews, Evans, Semon
3. Haentze, Samson, Whittaker

1978197819781978 (24.75)
1. Hall, John, Weigel
2. Armstrong, Crowell, Woodward
3. Robinson, Eslinger, Youssefi

1979197919791979 (20.51)
1. Oney, Furedy, Porterfield, 

Livingston
2. Hochgraef, Zveglich, Kulvinskas
3. Crowell, Woodward, Armstrong

1980198019801980 (24.65)
1. Hochgraef, Zveglich, Kulvinskas
2. Richmond, Somers, Gulseth
3. Crowell, Armstrong,  Woodward

1981198119811981 (18.22)
1. Nalette, Defrancesco, Sewell
2. Gulseth, Somers, Richmond
3. Brenner, Wunderlich, Kaasik

1982198219821982 (18.13)
1. Crawford, Olson, Prigge
2. Gulseth, Richmond, Somers
3. Armstrong, Crowell, Gourley, 

Woodward
1983198319831983 (17.84)
1. Bradshaw, Cutlar, Wells
2. Anderson, Hallen, Richmond
3. Knappenberger, Nelson, Shaner

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)



1984198419841984 (22.99)
1. Bliss, Chruma, Fullerton
2. Burghammer, Fah, McGlinchey
3. Eymann, Osman, Rendek

1995199519951995 (17.48)
1. Eymann, Osman, Rendek
2. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 

Jacobsen, Rahrig, Turner
3. Costa, Kirchgessner, Sutton

1985198519851985 (19.10)
1. Blair, Knott, Wibergh
2. John, Presley, Hall
3. Rugen, Bjornholt, Belanger

1986198619861986 (20.16)
1. Carlton, Coffeen, Golis, 

Jacobsen, Moller, Rahrig
2. Amdahl, Williamson, Zaborowski
3. Bibby, Perkins, Stevens

1987198719871987 (19.38)
1. Hall, John, Presley
2. Dillon, Donaldson, Greeson, 

McGlinchey, Perillo
3. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon

1988198819881988 (15.27)
1. Eymann, Osman, Rendek, 

Carleton
2. Belanger, Bjornholt, Rugen
3. Constable, Filreis, Flanigan, 

Hunnicutt, Prejs, Schukai

1989198919891989 (19.05)
1. Constable, Filreis, Flanigan, 

Hunnicutt, Prejs, Schukai
2. Frost, Hulet, Slick, Barry
3. Gulseth, Somers, Todd

1992199219921992 (18.83)
1. Anselme, Archambeault, Secor, 

Spencer, Taylor
2. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon
3. Davis, Kirchgessner, Peterson, 

Sundstrom

1990199019901990 (13.52)
1. Silverthorn, Fahy, Comp
2. Davis, Coon, Holm, Suppes
3. Nelson, Knappenberger, Dalton

1991199119911991 (17.22)
1. Albright, Black, Libby
2. Gilbert, Schaefer, Tucker, 

Katzdorn
3. Zaborowski, Williamson, Amdahl

1993199319931993 (17.62)
1. Frost, Hulet, Slick, Brennan
2. Davis, Peterson, Sundstrom, 

Leadbetter
3. Nuckolls, Waldo, Block

1994199419941994 (25.78)
1. Williams, Blaser, Beckwith
2. Nuckolls, Block, Waldo
3. Robb, Robb, Tolson

1996199619961996 (18.24)
1. Clark, Gieske, O’Bannon
2. Grube, McKay, Saewert, 

Stephens, Tooker
3. Robinson, Youssefi, Youssefi 

1997199719971997 (13.99)
1. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 

Jacobsen, Rahrig, Turner
2. Cornelius, Greeson, Witwer
3. Feth, Shannon, Timmer

1998199819981998 (16.86)
1. Binder, Damon, Dorsett, 

Johnson, Smith, Sunderland
2. Carpenter, Ehorn, Pittmon, 

Stearns
3. Cornelius, Greeson, Witwer

1999199919991999 (20.34)
1. Silverthorn, Fahy, Fee
2. Zaborowski, Williamson, Amdahl
3. Filupeit, Webster, Davis, Warter, 

Jankovsky

2000200020002000 (18.63)
1. Carpenter, Stearns, Pittmon, 

Ehorn
2. Robb, Robb, Tolson
3. Youssefi, Robinson, McGlinchey, 

Youssefi

2001200120012001 (20.41)
1. Davis, McCaffrey, Murray, Smith, 

Zajac
2. Filupeit, Webster, Warter, 

Jankovsky, Davis
3. Perona, White, Taxier

2002200220022002 (15.52)
1. Robinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, 

Estrada
2. Burnside, Furedy, Furedy, Furedy, 

Marwil, Singer
3. Cottrell, Johnson, Locker, Worcester

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)

2003200320032003 (15.46)
1. Filupeit, Jankovsky, Warter, Webster
2. Feth, Olson, Shannon, Timmerman, 

Timmerman
3. Luke, Gieske, Karapetian, Montoya

2004200420042004 (21.16)
1. Luke, Gieske, Karapetian, Montoya
2. Robb, Robb, Tolson
3. Koch, Bukoski, Ellermann, Johnston, 

Vick, Tamis



Top AllTop All--Time Winning PerformancesTime Winning Performances
By Amateur Teams:By Amateur Teams:

TeamTeam YearYear TimeTime

1.1. Hinsdale, Lange, PorterHinsdale, Lange, Porter 19601960 11.6011.60
2.2. BettisBettis, Peterson, Graham, Peterson, Graham 19661966 12.0012.00
3.3. Samuelson, Welch, KellySamuelson, Welch, Kelly 19621962 12.2012.20
4.4. Peterson, Peterson, RupprechtRupprecht, Moberly, Moberly 19671967 13.1013.10
5.5. Silverthorn, Silverthorn, FahyFahy, Comp, Comp 19901990 13.5213.52
6.6. Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, Carlton, Cline, Coffeen, 19971997 13.9913.99

Jacobsen, Jacobsen, RahrigRahrig, Turner, Turner
7.7. EymannEymann, , OsmanOsman, , RendekRendek, Carleton, Carleton 19881988 15.2715.27
8.8. FilupeitFilupeit, , JankovskyJankovsky, , WarterWarter, Webster, Webster 2003 2003 15.4615.46
9.9. Robinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, EstradaRobinson, Youssefi, McGlinchey, Estrada 20022002 15.5215.52
10.10. Crawford, Olson, Crawford, Olson, PriggePrigge 19711971 15.6515.65
11.11. Goodman, Corby, YostGoodman, Corby, Yost 19651965 16.0016.00
12.12. Lindsay, Baum, Lindsay, Baum, BettisBettis 19581958 16.2016.20
12.12. Michel, Michel, BartoBarto, , SolemSolem 19631963 16.2016.20
14.14. McBilesMcBiles, Thomas, Hall, Thomas, Hall 19681968 16.6016.60
15.15. Binder, Damon, Dorsett, Binder, Damon, Dorsett, 19981998 16.8616.86

Johnson, Smith, SunderlandJohnson, Smith, Sunderland

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)



Pro Button Winners:Pro Button Winners:
19721972 Moberly, Peterson, Moberly, Peterson, RupprechtRupprecht (19.64)(19.64)
19731973 BettisBettis, Graham, Peterson (20.82), Graham, Peterson (20.82)
19751975 Crawford, Olson, Crawford, Olson, PriggePrigge (23.71)(23.71)
19781978 BettisBettis, Graham, Peterson (22.96), Graham, Peterson (22.96)
19791979 WindettWindett, , McArtorMcArtor, , BickleyBickley (20.47)(20.47)
19871987 DeFrancescoDeFrancesco, , NaletteNalette, Sewell (17.28), Sewell (17.28)
19911991 Carlton, Coffeen, Carlton, Coffeen, MollerMoller, Jacobsen, Cline, , Jacobsen, Cline, RahrigRahrig (13.60)(13.60)
19921992 Carlton, Coffeen, Carlton, Coffeen, MollerMoller, Jacobsen, Cline, , Jacobsen, Cline, RahrigRahrig (15.32)(15.32)
19951995 Comp, Comp, FahyFahy, Jackson, Silverthorn (13.28), Jackson, Silverthorn (13.28)
1997 1997 Slick, Slick, HuletHulet, Frost (13.87), Frost (13.87)
19981998 Beckwith, Blessing, Beckwith, Blessing, StolzeStolze, Williams (16.06), Williams (16.06)
20032003 FahyFahy, Silverthorn (14.46), Silverthorn (14.46)

Beginning in 1970, all committee members with less than three yeBeginning in 1970, all committee members with less than three years of respite ars of respite 
from committee service and all committee members with six years from committee service and all committee members with six years of committee of committee 
service are offered the opportunity to declare their cars service are offered the opportunity to declare their cars ““ProfessionalProfessional””.  This .  This 
declaration must be made upon application for tickets to the Hundeclaration must be made upon application for tickets to the Hunt.  In 1981, the t.  In 1981, the 
1970 resolution was amended to limit those teams wishing to decl1970 resolution was amended to limit those teams wishing to declare themselves are themselves 
““ProfessionalProfessional”” to those having three or more qualifying members under the 1970to those having three or more qualifying members under the 1970
resolution.resolution.

The Treasure Hunt Committee employs the following interpretationThe Treasure Hunt Committee employs the following interpretations of these s of these 
resolutions.resolutions.

Professional teams agree not to compete against amateur teams inProfessional teams agree not to compete against amateur teams in the Hunt.  First, the Hunt.  First, 
second, and third place prizes will be awarded to the three amatsecond, and third place prizes will be awarded to the three amateur teams with the eur teams with the 
lowest times per clue.  If a professional team has the lowest tilowest times per clue.  If a professional team has the lowest time per clue for the me per clue for the 
hunt, the team will be added to the hunt, the team will be added to the ““Pro Button WinnersPro Button Winners”” section of the Hall of section of the Hall of 
Fame.  Those team members whose status qualified the team for prFame.  Those team members whose status qualified the team for professional ofessional 
competition will be awarded competition will be awarded ““ProPro”” buttons to be affixed to their previously buttons to be affixed to their previously 
awarded red hats.  All Pro teams having times per clue better thawarded red hats.  All Pro teams having times per clue better than the third place an the third place 
winners will be identified for their commendable performances, wwinners will be identified for their commendable performances, while those Pro hile those Pro 
teams that placed closer to the other end of the pack will also teams that placed closer to the other end of the pack will also receive some receive some 
““specialspecial”” recognition.recognition.

Teams that are eligible to declare themselves Teams that are eligible to declare themselves ““ProfessionalProfessional”” for the Hunt yet do for the Hunt yet do 
not do so, for whatever reason, will compete as amateur teams annot do so, for whatever reason, will compete as amateur teams and be eligible for d be eligible for 
the first, second and third place prizes.the first, second and third place prizes.

Treasure HuntTreasure Hunt
∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞ Hall of Fame Hall of Fame ∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞∞

(Min/Clue)
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Greg & Lisa Webster

Chairman

Don & Joyce Filupeit

Supplies

Chris Warter / Pete Jankovsky

Publicity

+

Tony & Mary Robinson

Sage
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Joe & Carol Youssefi

Treasurer

+

+ + E

Mark McGlinchey / Sarah Estrada

Logistics

- L+-N +

Joe & Laura Luke

Clue Coordinator

Paul & Terri Gieske

Map

Michael Karapetian / Mark Montoya

Brown Bag
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“Happy hunting” 

to all Treasure Hunt 

participants.

For questions about 

employment opportunities, 

please send an e-mail to 

staffing@acssd.L-3Com.com
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